therefore, it is also true that the "Christian tradition" faces, today, many challenges. on the one hand, the secularist theses, however ideological (or even "prophetical", interestingly enough) they may seem to us now, did have a sociological background (see berger et al. 1999) . namely, the decrease in traditional forms of church practice and allegiance in Europe -one of the key points behind philip Jenkins' argument regarding the "southernisation" of Christianity. for Jenkins (and others), demographically speaking, given the decline of Christian allegiance in the "West", the "centre of gravity" of Christianity should no longer be looked for in Europe but in places like africa or even brazil (2002; 2007; see also bediako 2000) .
but, as Danièle hervieu-Léger has pointed out, this has not necessarily implied the disappearance of the Christian tradition, but mainly its reconfiguration into "modern" religious practices (2005 [1999] ). hervieu-Léger's framework was similar to that of grace Davie on her work on religion in "modern Europe": to confront the idea of a common European religious heritage or tradition (i. e., "Christianity") with the refraction of its expressions in the various European nations (Davie 2000) .
In this line of thought, one of the main epistemological tenets of contemporary Christianity in Europe is, in fact, the concept of "pluralism" and / or "pluralisation". Despite the straightforward conceptual association between religious change / renewal and the idea of pluralisation, it would be incorrect to establish a cause-effect connection between both. Especially because, despite traditional historical approaches to religion and nation-states ("single-faith approaches" -see Kumar 2007) , it is frequently acknowledged that the religious practices in Europe have, in most cases, been plural and should rather have been posed in terms of religious hegemony vs. minority. Such was the case, for example, for portugal (see Dix 2008) .
perhaps this is why a good body of literature regarding "religion and globalisation" has flourished recently, defying the traditional epistemological circumscriptions that attempted to associate creeds to political entities -for instance, Catholic Spain, orthodox greece, protestant Sweden, and so on (see e. g. Levitt 2007) . If Christianity has always been characterised by an inherent trend towards universalism (Martin 2007) , set forth by the Jesus in the gospel of Matthew (28, verse 19: "go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptising them in the name of the father and of the Son and of the holy Spirit"), today we observe how (1) contemporary mobility and migration have overcome traditional frontiers, and (2) proselytism and mission no longer see Europe as the place of origin, but often as a place of arrival.
yet, what interests us most in this proposal, more than the discussion on the historical architecture behind the concepts of "heritage", "identity" and "pluralism", are the empirical contexts and expressions that arise, in post-millennium Europe, from these theoretical / ideological debates: the processes of mutual recognition in contexts of religious pluralism and interaction and, in consequence, the competition for the property of "real" Christianity. this is what happens, for example, when we approach the input of extraEuropean Christian migrants in the European scenery. When we observe the surge of, say, brazilian Charismatic Catholics in fátima, neopentecostals in Western Europe (aubrée 2003), angolan / Congolese prophetic movements in Lisbon (see Sarró and blanes 2008) , ghanaian pentecostals in the netherlands (see van Dijk 2004 ; ter haar 1998), South asian Christians in Europe (Jacobsen and rak 2008), and so on, it is not surprising to find discourses and movements of reactions to the "unexpectedness".
furthermore, the urgency of this venture becomes evident when even the concept of "Europe" is, today, submitted to debate (see, e. g., amselle 2006; gingrich 2006), and the idea of Christianity as a European construct is no longer taken for granted (see Sanneh 2003) . thus, an assessment of the role played by Christianity in the construction of "European religious identities" in the new millennium is, we believe, imperative -as is the in-depth ethnographic research on the persistence of this old religious heritage in the continent and the challenges it faces, thanks to new forms of understanding Christianity (Charismatic, prophetic, neopentecostal, etc.) coming from "the other side" of its frontiers (africa, america, etc.).
EthnographIC approaChES to ContEMporary ChrIStIanIty
Despite the recognition of a novel, plural and revived Christianity in the European scenario, the ethnographic initiatives only just starting to cover these new realities; a few (indeed worthy) exceptions come to mind: as an anticipation, the edited volume on faits réligieux in Europe by nicole belmont and françoise Lautman, that extensively mapped cases of traditional, changing and new expressions in end-of-century Europe (1993); the pioneering work of Dutch anthropologists regarding the surge of african Christian churches in that country (ter haar 1998; van Dijk 2004) , as well as of african scholars elsewhere (adogame 2005; asamoah-gyadu 2006); the updated approach to pilgrimage sites such as Medjugorje in bosnia (Claverie 2003) or Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer in france (bordigoni 2002) . other examples could follow. these approaches not only implied an important empirical update on the ongoing reconfigurations of Christianity in the European scenario of the new millennium, but also offered new ways of understanding contemporary Christianity. Such is the case, for instance, of gerrie ter haar, who, through her fieldwork with migrant african churches, reported the importance of "integration" as vector for understanding the actions and strategies of "foreign" churches in the Dutch territory (2003).
Integration is, in fact, one of the key conceptual instruments for understanding many new or renewed Christian practices in the European territory; yet, many others, who are not directly mediated by processes of migration -for instance, conservative Evangelicalism in Sweden (Coleman 2000) , gypsy pentecostalism in Southwestern Europe (blanes 2008), new age pilgrimages that reinterpret the history of Christianity in france (fedele 2008), eastern Christianity in postsocialist contexts (naumescu 2008), etc. -may need other categories. thus, the need of a continuous empirical update is evident.
this dossier proposes diverse discussions of contemporary Christianity in the European territory with a double objective: firstly, the documentation, through ethnographic methods, of diverse situations of the "lived-through" European Christianities. Secondly, the dialogue between new trends in the anthropology of religion and Europe as a "field". not only do new theories inform the case studies here presented, but they also show that new theoretical proposals may emerge out of analysis what is happening in churches situated, so to speak, in our own neighbourhood.
philippe gonzalez, in one challenging paper in which Weber's individual beruf meets Durkheim's conscience collective in an unusual felicitous way, incorporates into a particular European context (Switzerland) the categories of ongoing debates regarding pentecostalism in the north american academia: political allegiance and civic participation. analysing the rhetoric of pastors and of participants in evangelical meetings in Switzerland, gonzalez unearths the trend from a personal, spiritual regeneration to one in which it is the whole community which is reinvigorated through the Christian worship and in which the individual feels empowered not only as a believer, but as a citizen too.
Using a sociologically-informed ethnography, Maria M. griera describes the disjunctions created within the protestant sphere in Catalonia, showing how novel forms of Christianity, particularly those coming from africa, must struggle for recognition against prejudices and somewhat racist understandings: how is it possible that people with these customs can call themselves Christian?
In sharp contrast with this sociological analysis, Carles Salazar takes us into the very heart of the Catholic devotion of a small Irish community by focussing on prayer -an all-too-often neglected area of ethnographic analysis, despite Marcel Mauss's influential work on it (Mauss 1909) . not only does Salazar show how important prayer is for his Irish interlocutors, but in doing so he opens new venues of research on the relationship between religious intent and exteriorization, establishing a dialogue between social and cognitive approaches to religious experience that, while not being rare in anthropology, it hardly ever feeds into debates of European forms of religiosity.
finally, Deborah puccio-Den approaches a seemingly non-religious domain: that of the Sicilian Mafia and its place in local political imagination. for puccio-Den, Catholic religion works like a template against which the evil of the Mafia (and the very idea of Mafia as being "one" single body of evil) is understood, both in spontaneous manifestations (such as the conversion of a judge's house into a pilgrimage site) and through the conscious manipulation and association of images by politicians and by the church leaders (including the pope himself), which eventually led to the identification of judges to martyrs and sacrificial victims, and to the blurring of boundaries between the legal and the religious ethos in this Christian society.
these case-studies are a sample of the diverse Christian practices observed in the European territory and of the multiple possible approaches for their understanding. yet, all of them describe, in one way or another, the pervasiveness of religious ideas, productions and practices in social life -from political agency to criminal settings, bodily postures in domestic settings and theological discourses.
